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Natural capital and biodiversity 
Jonathan Baillie, Director of Conservation Programmes, ZSL 
 
Natural capital is the ‘stock’ of environmental assets (land, air, water, species, habitats and 
ecosystems) that generates a flow of benefits, or ‘dividends’, essential to people in the form of 
ecosystem goods (such as food or fuel) and services (such as soil production, pollination, nutrient 
cycling and climate regulation).  Natural capital ultimately underpins all other sorts of capital and 
therefore human existence, but is being degraded at an alarming rate.  Biodiversity – the building 
blocks of natural capital – has declined by over 50% since 1970, as measured by the Living Planet 
Index, which tracks trends in vertebrate populations around the world1. There is no indication of this 
decrease abating. It has been estimated that the global value of ecosystem services fell by around $20 
trillion a year between 1997 and 2011, largely due to loss of valuable wetlands, coral reefs and 
tropical forests2.  The total value of global ecosystem services in 2011 was estimated as $125 trillion a 
year - down from $145 trillion a year in 1997 - compared to global GDP of just $75 trillion in 2011. 
‘Business as usual’ projections estimate that we will need the equivalent of two planets by 2030 to 
meet our annual demands3, unless we make rapid and large-scale efforts to preserve and, where 
necessary, restore natural capital as the foundation underpinning human well-being and survival. 
 
As most natural capital is at best considered a global public good or common pool resource, it is not 
managed well within conventional markets, and has until recently not been included in government 
accounts, potentially leading to exposure to the risks of environmental degradation.  There has 
however been many recent developments in this area, including the 2005 UN Millennium Ecosystem 
Assessment, the 2009 TEEB (The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity) reports, the 2012 GLOBE 
International Natural Capital Initiative and Communiqué by legislators from 80 countries, the 2012 
Natural Capital Declaration by the financial sector, the 2014 System of Environmental-Economic 
Accounting (SEEA) standard, the current Natural Capital Coalition focused on business and, here at 
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home, the Natural Capital Committee advising the UK government.  This work has highlighted 
potential pitfalls in inadequately valuing some ‘invisible’ or undervalued elements of natural capital – 
particularly where metrics have yet to be developed, or the asset-benefit relationship is non-linear or 
poorly understood, as is common for biodiversity.   
 
As stated above, vertebrate populations have declined by more than 50% over the past 46 years.  The 
question that is being addressed here tonight is whether this would have been more or less had 
biodiversity been commoditised and fully integrated into the government’s accounting system as well 
as relevant markets.   In other words, is the commoditisation of nature ultimately an asset or a 
liability? 
 
Jonathan is a global authority on the status and trends of threatened species. He is Conservation 
Programmes Director at the Zoological Society of London and works on a large number of projects 
which focus on monitoring the status of rare and threatened species.  Jonathan’s extensive fieldwork 
experience includes research and monitoring of western lowland gorillas in Gabon, Central Africa; 
developing ecotourism sites in Central Africa; monitoring rare endemic birds in the Gulf of Guinea; 
and behavioural studies of desert baboons in Namibia. 
 
 
Integrating biodiversity into business 
Mark Gough, Executive Director, Natural Capital Coalition 
 
There are many challenges to integrating biodiversity into business thinking and the concept of 
natural capital offers one of the best opportunities in recent years to address this. The Natural Capital 
Coalition is a collaboration between 200 organizations spanning conservation, science and academia, 
business, associations, standard setters, finance and accounting, and policy, who have come together 
with the belief that collaboration at a global scale is essential if we are to enhance and conserve 
biodiversity. Mark will set out some of the work that the Coalition and its members are involved with, 
including the first global Natural Capital Protocol, and explore the challenges of integrating natural 
capital into business decision making. 
 
Mark Gough is the Executive Director of the Natural Capital Coalition. A strong believer in integrating 
sustainability into decision-making where it becomes an opportunity for everyone, Mark previously 
worked for The Crown Estate, helping to develop its integrated vision and approach to value 
measurement. Prior to this he was the Global Environmental Manager for the information company, 
Reed Elsevier. Mark is a Director of the Aldersgate Group, which brings together business, politics and 
civil society to drive action for a sustainable economy, and has sat on a number of national and 
international committees, including the Steering Committee of the United Nations CEO Water 
Mandate and the Board of the Alliance for Water Stewardship. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Natural Capital - business as usual 
Mustafa Zaidi, Clarmond 
 
Natural Capital accepts the current economic system and places itself within the current monetary 
value system, putting Nature forward as an asset (stock) and its eco-systems services (flow) as 
income.  Natural Capital wants nature to become ‘relevant, rigorous, replicable, and consistent; how 
finance read this is that Nature becomes ‘marketable, legal, tradable, and standardisable.’ Under a 
Natural Capital regime, we shall harmonize, homogenize, and finally securitize nature, like any other 
real asset, such as real estate or material assets.  Natural Capital becomes part of the globalized 
market, and the global markets credit hierarchy trumps Nature, which becomes another asset of the 
global monetary system.  Natural Capital, within the global credit system accelerates Biodiversity loss. 
 
Mustafa is currently Director of Research at Clarmond, a UK based wealth advisory.  He is an advisor 
to Synchronicity Earth, a charity focused on the environment and ecosystems.  He has more than 18 
years in investment experience. Mustafa co-founded an alternative assets business and sold his 
holdings to an insurance company; he has also worked as a strategist for an emerging markets fund 
and for Cambridge Associates, a financial consultancy to endowments and universities.  Mustafa has a 
BA (History and Economics) from Brown University, an MA (War Studies) from King's College and was 
a DPhil (candidate) at Balliol College, Oxford University. 
 

 

Jonathon Porritt 
Founder Director of Forum for the Future 

Jonathon Porritt, Co-Founder of Forum for the Future, is an eminent writer, broadcaster and 
commentator on sustainable development. Established in 1996, Forum for the Future is now the UK’s 
leading sustainable development charity. The Forum has a growing presence in the United States, 
India, Hong Kong, Singapore and Malaysia. In addition he is President of The Conservation Volunteers, 
a Non-Executive Director of Willmott Dixon Holdings, a Trustee of Ashden, and a Director of 
Collectively (an online platform celebrating sustainable innovation). He was formerly Director of 
Friends of the Earth, co-chair of the Green Party and as Chairman of the UK Sustainable Development 
Commission until 2009, he spent nine years providing high-level advice to Government Ministers. 
Jonathon was installed as the Chancellor of Keele University in February 2012. He is also Visiting 
Professor at Loughborough University and UCL. Recent books are ‘Capitalism As If The World Matters’ 
(2007) and ‘The World We Made’ (2013) - which seeks to inspire people about the prospects of a 
sustainable world in 2050. Jonathon received a CBE in January 2000 for services to environmental 
protection. 

www.jonathonporritt.com     www.forumforthefuture.org 
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